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ACC Houston Employment Law 2021 Conference Key Takeaways 

 
Session 1. Returning to Work, Working from Home, Or Some Flexible Combination?   
  Issues Employers Will Need to Address 

 Presenters 
o Scott Nelson 

 snelson@HuntonAK.com 
 (713) 220-3654 

o Kim Pilcher 
 kimberly.d.pilcher@exxonmobil.com 

o David Comeaux 
 David.Comeaux@McKesson.com 

o Susan Wiltsie 
 swiltsie@huntonak.com 
 (202) 955-1546 

o Savannah Gibbs 
 SGibbs@huntonak.com  
 (713) 220-3624 

 Returning to the office may not look like many employers expect it to.  Employees have 
been working from home for over a year in some cases, normalizing remote work.  
Employers will have to consider what returning to the office will practically look like after 
COVID-19. 

 Whether employees prefer working from home or from the office, many will want and 
expect employers to offer more flexible work options post-COVID-19.  In a recent survey, 
77% of the workforce indicated a preference for working from home at least part of every 
week.  If they want to retain their top talent, employers may need to reconsider their 
policies in light of shifting expectations among their employees. 

 While the EEOC has published guidance establishing that employers may require their 
employees to get vaccinated before returning to the office, employers will still be subject 
to the requirements and restrictions of the ADA, Title VII, and state and local laws.  It 
will be hard to argue that unvaccinated employees present a direct threat in the office when 
the CDC has said that masks and social distancing are enough, and even harder to argue 
that working from home is not a reasonable accommodation for workers who have been 
working from home when the majority have been successfully working from home for so 
long. 

 Keep an eye out for the new OSHA regulations.  

 Analyze each situation case by case in this ever-evolving area of the law and employee 
management.  
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 As the COVID-19 environment improves, it will be less and less acceptable to take a 
wholesale approach to return to office, vaccination status, and flexible workplace policies, 
especially given increased employee bargaining power arising from nationwide virtual 
recruiting and work. 

 

Session 2. Hot Employment Law Issues in 2021 

a. #metoo Returns to Work 

 Presenter:  Holly Williamson 
o hwilliamson@huntonak.com 
o (713) 229-5717 

 Pay attention to signs and situations that suggest possible harassment or abuse in the 
workplace – do not ignore them.  Act promptly to investigate or review possible 
harassment. 

 Know the state and local laws that mandate harassment-prevention training. 

 Review and revise harassment-prevention policies – make the language understandable, 
easy to read and understand, and translated if the workforce includes those who do not 
speak English as their first language. 

 Consider a review of pay practices to address possible disparate pay discrimination issues. 

 Follow legislation that has developed regarding confidentiality and non-disclosure 
agreements. 

b. New Cannabis Laws and Drug Testing 

 Presenter:  Michael Reed 
o mreed@HuntonAK.com 
o (713) 229-5719 

 There has been a recent wave of legalization (medical and recreational) and 
decriminalization.  States that recently legalized marijuana (in some form) include:  
Arizona, Mississippi, Montana, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, South Dakota, and 
Virginia.  Dozens of other cannabis policy reform bills have been proposed in other states, 
including Florida, Georgia, Oklahoma, Louisiana, and Texas. 

 Legality is not the issue—marijuana is still a federal Schedule 1 drug and therefore illegal 
under federal law—it is figuring out how to prevent employees from coming to work 
intoxicated. 

 Different challenges exist for particular employers where workers move between job sites 
on a weekly basis and are performing tasks that are inherently dangerous or possibly 
damaging to the environment if not performed properly.  These challenges get overlooked 
in a lot of the legal analysis about these laws (and in the laws themselves). 
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 Testing technology could change all of this (i.e., a method for spot-testing intoxication), 
but we are not there yet because testing-based decision making can be restricted and testing 
is complicated. 

 Generally, employers can still test for marijuana and are not restricted from complying 
with federal (i.e. DOT) testing requirements.  Some laws also have carve-outs for safety-
sensitive positions, but employers may no longer be able to support adverse employment 
decisions with a marijuana positive drug test. 

 Marijuana remains detectable for long periods of time and detectability and period of usage 
vary with the type of testing performed.  Current testing methods, although accurate, will 
not establish whether an employee was under the influence of marijuana during work 
hours. 

 Often overlooked is the impact testing across state lines and third-party administrators 
could have on particular industries (for example—and closest to home—fossil fuel 
production, storage and transfer, and refining). 

 Until we have the ability to spot-test for intoxication, these challenges will continue to 
mount as more states decriminalize/legalize cannabis. 

c. Layoffs 

 Presenter:  Latasha McDade 
o latasha.d.mcdade@exxonmobil.com 

 The legal framework for reductions in force includes many statutes for employers to be 
aware of, including the WARN Act, state mini-WARN laws, OWBPA, the FLSA, various 
federal anti-discrimination statutes, and the new American Rescue Plan Act. 

 Some alternatives to reductions in force include:  hiring freezes, wage and bonus freezes, 
deferring wage increases, reducing wages or fringe benefits, reducing overtime, furloughs, 
reducing contractor staff, voluntary retirement incentive programs, and voluntary 
resignation programs. 

 For group programs, employers first need to identify their decisional units.  Next, they 
need to determine selection criteria to use when evaluating who should be selected for 
separation.  After completing the selection process, employers should conduct an adverse 
impact analysis using the 80% rule or standard deviation method.  Once they have done 
this analysis, employers should prepare reduction in force paperwork. 

 Please see the slides for this program attached as Appendix A. 

d. Independent Contractor/Joint Employer Issues and the New Administration 

 Presenter:  Marshall Horton 
o MarshallHorton@huntonak.com 
o (713) 220-4024 
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 The Biden Administration has taken measures to roll back some of the more employer-
friendly shifts in the labor and employment legal landscape that occurred under the Trump 
Administration. 

 President Biden’s DOL has proposed to withdraw the independent contractor final rule 
published by President Trump’s DOL during his final days in office—which adopts the 
"economic reality" test—in part because, according to the current DOL, the standard has 
not been used by any court or the DOL’s Wage and Hour Division, and is not supported 
by the FLSA’s text or case law. 

 President Biden’s DOL has also proposed to withdraw the joint employer final rule 
published by President Trump’s DOL in January 2020, in part because most of the rule 
was vacated by a federal judge in New York after 17 states and the District of Columbia 
filed suit alleging that the rule violated the Administrative Procedure Act. 

 Whether the Trump-era regulations are maintained or replaced with Biden-era versions, it 
appears that these issues that have been heavily litigated in FLSA overtime actions may 
eventually be clarified through administrative rule-making. 

 In the meantime, employers should remain alert with respect to joint employer and 
independent contractor issues, as the plaintiffs’ bar continues to file FLSA lawsuits arguing 
worker misclassification and joint employer status. 

e. FLSA Collective Actions After the Recent Swales Ruling 

 Presenter:  Victor Wright 
o Victor.Wright@us.kbr.com 

 In Swales v. KLLM Transport Servs., LLC., 985 F.3d 430 (5th Cir. 2021), the Fifth Circuit 
broke new ground by rejecting the below widely-used federal court two-step approach for 
certifying FLSA collective actions. 

o Most federal district courts, following Lusardi v. Xerox Corporation, 118 F.R.D. 351 
(D.N.J. 1987), have adopted a two-tiered analysis in determining collective action 
“certification”: 

- Step 1:  Lenient analysis to determine whether plaintiffs can make a modest 
showing that they are “similarly situated” to potential collective action members. 

- Step 2:  Rigorous, post-discovery analysis to determine whether plaintiffs are, in 
fact, “similarly situated” and whether the matter should proceed to trial on a 
collective basis. 

 In its decision, the Fifth Circuit reasoned that this two-step process wrongly permitted 
conditional certification of collective actions without the appropriate evidentiary support 
to properly determine whether members of the putative collection are “similarly situated” 
to the named plaintiff(s) in the underlying lawsuit.  The Court also opined that not applying 
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a more rigorous initial step of the collective certification process at the outset of litigation 
“merely stirs up litigation” by alerting potential litigants who cannot participate in the 
matter because they are not in fact similarly situated. 

 In rejecting Lusardi, the Fifth Circuit set out a new standard: 

o Identify at the outset of the litigation the facts and legal considerations material to 
determining whether a group of individuals is similarly situated for purposes of 
answering merits questions collectively. 

o Authorize the preliminary discovery necessary to make the similarly-situated 
determination.  The amount of discovery necessary will vary from case to case. 

o “Rigorously scrutinize” all of the available evidence to determine whether and to 
whom notice should issue. 

 The full impact of the Swales decision on employers remains to be seen.  This new approach 
may serve to benefit employers through avoidance of a “rubber stamped” conditional 
collective certification that sets the stage for expensive discovery and subsequent costly 
motion practice for employers attempting to decertify the conditionally-certified collective 
action.  Conversely, the Swales ruling may result in significant early discovery to determine 
whether potential members of the collective are similarly situated, which could also prove 
costly for employers defending against such actions.  Only time will tell, but for now this 
new standard is the law within the Fifth Circuit impacting employers with operations in 
Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi.  

f. The Future of Day Rate Pay in the Fifth Circuit 

 Presenter:  Crawford LeBouef  
o CLeBouef@huntonak.com 
o (713) 220-3628 

 In April 2020, the Fifth Circuit held in Hewitt v. Helix Energy Solutions Group, Inc., No. 19-
20023 (5th Cir.), that a day rate does not satisfy the salary basis requirement to qualify for 
overtime exemptions under the FLSA. 

 In December 2020, the Fifth Circuit withdrew its April 2020 opinion and substituted it 
with a new opinion.  In the December opinion, while the outcome remained the same, the 
panel posed the following question:  “[c]an a day rate employee ever be regarded as being 
paid on a salary basis and therefore exempt from overtime pay under the FLSA?”  The 
Court answered “yes,” if two conditions are met:  (1) the employee is guaranteed at least 
$684 per week (the amount the FLSA requires to be exempt from overtime), regardless of 
the number of hours or days worked; and (2) a reasonable relationship exists between the 
guaranteed amount and the actual amount earned in the workweek.  And the Court’s 
revised opinion made it clear that if these two conditions are met, an employer can pay a 
day rate that qualifies as a salary. 
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 In March 2021, the Fifth Circuit vacated the December ruling and will re-hear the entire 
case en banc.  Oral arguments are scheduled to begin on May 25.  

 As a result, the status of day rate pay in the Fifth Circuit is currently unsettled, and the 
Helix case will be a pivotal decision that could seriously impact the current pay practices 
of many in the oil and gas industry. 

 

Session 3. The Rapid Rise in Employee Benefits Litigation and New Trends You Need  
  to Know 

 Presenters 
o Scott Nelson 

 snelson@HuntonAK.com 
 (713) 220-3654 

o John Shely 
 JShely@huntonak.com 
 (713) 220-4105 

 2020 was a record-setting year for ERISA litigation.  There was an 80% increase in class 
actions since 2019, and the Supreme Court issued four opinions, which is the most per 
year in the history of ERISA litigation. 

 The biggest contributor to the dramatic increase in class action cases in 2020 was excessive 
fee cases. To avoid these, make sure you have a strong investment policy statement. 

 Make sure your COBRA notices follow all of the technical requirements, because 
plaintiffs’ firms have started filing many cookie-cutter cases alleging statutory damages for 
minor technical violations. 

 Evaluate your record-keeper’s measures for preventing and responding to cyber theft.  
Consider the response measures in place and how they are tested. 

 Out of network providers can cost your employee benefit plans a large amount of money 
through various billing practices.  These billing schemes can be simple or complex. 

 COVID-19 caused some health care providers to abuse the system through various 
practices.  You can sue or bring counterclaims under ERISA and sometimes under state 
law to try to recover some of the money that has been paid out. 

 Your employee benefits plan can fight and recover money back.  

 

Session 4. Emerging Design Considerations in Executive Compensation:  Diversity &  
  Inclusion, Human Capital, and Change of Control 

 Presenters 
o Tony Eppert 
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 AnthonyEppert@huntonak.com 
 (512) 542-5013 

o Drake Frazier 
 Drake.Frazier@conocophillips.com 

 Consider adding a protection period to employment agreements. 

 Your record-keeper should bring a third-party auditor in to assess your security controls. 

 Review the DOL’s 12 best practices. 

 Service providers should have formal, well-documented cybersecurity policies or 
procedures.  Make a plan regarding the process of detecting incidents and what to do when 
you have had an incident.  

 The DOL requires fiduciaries to do certain things in ERISA plan cybersecurity.  

 Perform an annual risk assessment.  

 Implement strong access controls.  

 Provide periodic cybersecurity awareness training. 

 Require the service provider to have effective business continuity and disaster planning.  

 As a fiduciary, make sure you document the questions you have asked about the adequacy 
of your cybersecurity protections and protocols, as well as the answers you got, so you can 
show the DOL the steps you have taken if they come knocking. 

 

Session 5. Whether Unionized or Not, Traditional Labor Law Issues Facing All   
  Workplaces 

 Presenters 
o Amber Rogers 

 arogers@huntonak.com 
 (214) 468-3308 

o Alan Marcuis 
 amarcuis@hunton.com 
 (214) 979-3060 

o Jennifer Jones 
 jennifer.n.jones@toyota.com 

 Draft policies narrowly tailored to specific business concerns to avoid running afoul of the 
NLRA. 

 Be careful not to punish protected concerted activity, such as the employees’ discussion 
about their management team’s approach to COVID-19 in the skit video. 
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 Be careful with social media, solicitation and distribution, and confidentiality policies 
because if drafted broadly, they can violate the NLRA and open employers up to lawsuits. 

 

Session 6. Privilege and Ethics Issues When Conducting Internal Employee   
  Investigations 

 Presenters 
o Emily Burkhardt Vicente 

 ebvicente@huntonak.com 
 (213) 532-2153 

o Kevin White 
 kwhite@huntonak.com 
 (202) 955-1886 

o Elizabeth Hawkins 
 Ehawkins2020@outlook.com 

a. Investigation planning 

 Decide whether to investigate or not. 

 Draft an investigation plan. 

 Decide what evidence should be obtained and where to get it. 

 Control the investigation.  The attorney-client privilege is waived if a third party is present. 

 Identify whom the privilege belongs to (who is the ‘client’). 

 If an investigation team is formed, non-lawyers must act at counsel’s direction. 

 Draft an investigation privilege memorandum and provide Investigation Team 
instructions. 

b. Investigation-related written communications and documents 

 Suspend all document destruction policies. 

 Identify all written communications and documents. 

 Consider all data privacy regulations that may apply. 

 Conversely, do not over-label. 

 Preface all written communications appropriately. 

 Communications should be directed to counsel.  

 Limit information to only those that need to know.  Consider putting “do not distribute” 
on documents. 

 Avoid mixing business and legal advice. 
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 Write smart.  Your documents may end up in court. 

 If documents are sensitive or unsure where the documents will go, consider sequestration. 

 Monitor PR.  

c. Investigation interviews 

 Counsel should conduct or at least direct interviews.  

 When using videoconferencing, ensure no one is recording and that no third parties attend.  

 Consider whether the witness has the ability to record the interview.   

 Provide an Upjohn warning.  Make it clear to the witness that the attorney-client privilege 
belongs to the company. 

 Explain that the purpose of the interview is to gather information for legal advice.   

 Prepare interview memoranda.  Have a disclaimer that it is not meant to be a transcript of 
the interview, but only a summary.  Also, mark it as privileged if appropriate. 

 Be careful with employees represented by counsel.   

d. Internal investigation report 

 Consider an oral report.   

 Be mindful of waiver issues if the report is disclosed to the government.   

 Take care with written reports to ensure they remain privileged.   

 Release of “findings of fact” may be a waiver of privilege.   

 Consider a summary document to be used in litigation.   



Alternatives to 
RIFs

Legal
Framework

• Federal Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act (“WARN Act”): Federal statute that requires covered employers to provide 60 days’ advance written notice of a
Mass Layoff (50+ that constitute 1/3 of the population at a single site of employment or 500 total) (including furloughs > 6 months) or Plant Closing (50+)

 Exceptions to 60 day Notice Requirement: Faltering Company (Plant Closing Only), Natural Disaster, Unforeseeable Business Circumstances
o Recent case involving COVID-19 narrowly construed application (Enterprise)

 State Mini-WARN Statutes: There are several State Mini-WARN laws that have similar requirements, some of which have lower notice triggering thresholds and/or
longer than 60 days of notice requirements, such as NewYork and New Jersey with some even requiring severance (New Jersey)

• Older Workers Benefit Protection Act (“OWBPA”): Requires separation agreements releasing age claims under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act ("ADEA") to be
knowing and voluntary; provides the employee the following review periods:

 Group Program: 45 days to consider the agreement before signing and an additional 7 days to revoke; must also be provided with an OWBPA chart setting forth the
job titles and ages of all individuals in the decisional unit who were and were not selected

 Individual Program: 21 days to consider the agreement before signing and an additional 7 days to revoke

• Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”): Establishes minimum wage, overtime, and minimum age requirements for employers and employees; many states have their own wage
and hour laws; if state is more generous than the FLSA, state law applies; important to check when reducing wages as could impact exemption status

• Various Federal Anti-Discrimination Statutes: Provides protection against discrimination based on certain protected classes
• Age Discrimination in Employment Act (40+), Americans with Disabilities Act (Disability), Title VII of the Civil Rights Act (Race, Color, Religion, Sex, National Origin);

many states have their own discrimination laws that provide protection of additional classes

• NEW: American Rescue Plan Act: Requires employers to provide “free” COBRA coverage (100% subsidized coverage) to those who lose coverage due to involuntary
termination or reduction in hours; employers can recoup subsidized premium costs as credits against payroll taxes

• Hiring Freezes
• Wage and Bonus Freezes
• Deferring Wage Increases

• Reducing Wages or Fringe Benefits 
• Reducing Overtime 
• Furloughs 

• Reducing Contractor Staff
• Voluntary Retirement Incentive Programs
• Voluntary Resignation Incentive Programs

Reductions in Force



Key Components 

To be enforceable, release of rights must be “Act (“OWBPA”) must be satisfied

First Key Decisions for Group Programs 
1. Identify Decisional Units     2. Determine Selection Criteria     3. Selection Process      4. Adverse Impact Analysis     5. Prepare RIF Documentation  

Waiver and Release Group Program

Waiver and Release must be “knowing and voluntary” to be enforceable
and hence the requirements of the OWBPA must be followed
• Must be written in easily understandable terms
• Must specifically refer to rights and claims existing under the ADEA
• Cannot extend to prospective rights or claims
• Must be supported by valuable consideration
• Must inform employee of right to consult with legal counsel
• Must allow individuals 45 days to consider waiver
• Must allow individuals 7 days after signing waiver to revoke their

acceptance
• Must notify individuals of the eligibility requirements and time periods

for participating in the termination program
• Must include Decisional Unit Information

• Job titles and ages of all individuals in the same job classification
or organization unit that are eligible/selected for termination
• Job titles and ages of all individuals in the same job classification
or organizational unit ineligible/not selected for termination

Selection Criteria 

• Objective Criteria – seniority, performance assessment, discipline record
• Subjective Criteria – teamwork, judgment, leadership
• Post RIF Workforce Skills – post-reduction job functions and competencies needed

Sample: The Company will evaluate who is selected for separation looking at each employee within the
decisional unit’s skills, the skills needed to perform the job duties for available positions, and the relative
performance assessment. Performance criteria measured by the ratings derived from employee performance
appraisals include quality of work, productivity, judgment, dependability, communications, cooperation and
teamwork, initiative, planning effectiveness, financial effectiveness, and environmental and safety concerns.

Decisional Unit

A “decisional unit” is that portion of the employer's organizational structure from which the employer chose
the persons who would be offered consideration for the signing of a waiver and those who would not be
offered consideration for the signing of a waiver. The term “decisional unit” has been developed to reflect
the process by which an employer chose certain employees for a program and ruled out others from that
program.

Examples of Decisional Units From Federal Regulations
• Facility-wide: Ten percent of the employees at the Springfield facility will be terminated within the

next ten days (the Springfield facility’s workforce is the appropriate decisional unit);
• Division-wide: Fifteen of the employees in the Computer Division will be terminated in December (the

Computer Division is the appropriate decisional unit);
• Department-wide: One-half of the workers in the Keyboard Department of the Computer Division will

be terminated in December (the Keyboard Department is the appropriate decisional unit);
• Reporting: Ten percent of the employees who report to the Vice President for Sales, wherever the

employees are located, will be terminated immediately (employees reporting to the Vice President
for Sales constitute the appropriate decisional unit);

• Job category: Ten percent of all accountants, wherever the employees are located, will be terminated
next week (the entire Accounting Department is the appropriate decisional unit).

Adverse Impact Analysis
• 80% (or 4/5) Rule

• Adverse Impact = selection rate of non-protected group 
(males, non-minorities, younger employees) is less than 80% 
of selection rate of protected group (females, minorities, older 
employees)

• Standard Deviation 
• Measures the probability that the difference in selection rates

occurred by chance
• Two or more standard deviations = “statistically significant”

adverse impact



Accounting
Department 

(Decisional Unit #1)

Job Title Age as of 
XX/XX/XXXX

Selected Not Selected

Accountant I 40 X

Accountant II 50 X

Accountant II 62 X

Accountant III 33 X

Accounting
Department 

(Decisional Unit #2)

Job Title Age as of 
XX/XX/XXXX

Selected Not Selected

Accounting Manger 40 X

Accounting Manger 50 X

Only HR/Law Sees Age, Gender, Race for AI Analysis 
Not in Decision Maker File 
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